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### Presentations


**Shelton, T., & Stringfield, S.** (2010). *The effects of school system superintendents, school boards and their interactions on longitudinal measures of districts’ students’ mathematics achievements*. International Congress for School Effectiveness and improvement, Limassol, Cyprus.
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**Manuscripts in review or revision**

*Adams, E.*, Pössel, P., & *Valentine, J. C.* (In review). Depression as a Risk Factor for Breast and Lung Cancer: Have we been there and done that?


*Hochbein, C.* & *Carpenter, B.* (In revision). An exploratory analysis of the longitudinal impact of principal change on elementary school achievement.


**Book Reviews and Interviews by Students Working with EPME Faculty**


Competition

*Trisha Gallagher, Amber Jaggers, Grace Mathai and Shawnise Miller* (students of Dr. Hochbein and Dr. Adelson) were selected from a national group of applicants to compete in the Urban Education Redesign Challenge sponsored by the District of Columbia Public Schools ([www.dc.gov/DCPS/Parents+and+Community/Urban+Education+Redesign+Challenge#4](http://www.dc.gov/DCPS/Parents+and+Community/Urban+Education+Redesign+Challenge#4)).